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Juvenile courts are systems.
Thus, they:
– are products of systemic

inertia
– involve complex webs of

decisions involving many
individuals

– are guided by systemic
structures / practices



Beyond Individuals: Systemic Inertia

• Systems often reflect the beliefs that
prevailed at the time of their formation.
– Socratic instruction in law schools

– Adversarial legal systems (concerning to social
psychologists as competition encourages
information hoarding / system gaming)



Beyond Individuals: Systemic Inertia

• Juvenile courts also reflect ideas
that were popular at the time of
their formation
– Punishment as the primary

psychological lever for deterrence
(worrying to child psychology and
restorative justice experts)

• To be fair, juvenile courts created
long after Beccaria published “On
Crime and Punishment,” but his ideas
were (and are) still very much en
vogue



Beyond Individuals: Systemic Inertia

• We become numb to systemic features
sustained by inertia for the same reason
we don’t notice our own scent – we
only notice what is novel.

• When a society becomes numb to
unideal behaviors, it is often called
“normalcy of deviance.”

– E.g. excessive car honking.



Beyond Individuals: Complex Webs

• Juvenile systems involve multiple,
interrelated, discretionary decisions,
each guided by preexisting systems.
For example…

• Arrest ->

• Prosecution ->

• Public defense ->

• Judge determination ->

• Detention center employees ->

• Social workers and probation managers ->

• Teachers working on reentry



Guiding social webs: Systemic structures

Structures guide decisions and outcomes. E.g. in
juvenile systems, structures answer these
questions:

• Which kinds of conduct can result in a juvenile hearing? Who
decides the types of conduct that can result in a hearing?

• Who decides when a child has engaged in that conduct? How
and when do they make that decision? Are there guard rails
that ensure a given situation warrants a juvenile hearing?

• What are the possible outcomes of a juvenile hearing? Who
decides the possible outcomes? What kinds of conduct can
lead to different outcomes? Who decides when a given
outcome is appropriate?

• Etc…

You can replace “a child having a juvenile hearing” with
“parents losing custody of a child” and the same structural
statements apply

Thinking Structurally



What can happen
when we shift our structures?

• Despite offending at comparable rates, Black
youth are negatively overrepresented at every
stage

• I and many other researchers have found that
where disparities in conduct exist, they do not
come close to explaining disparities in discipline
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What can happen
when we shift our structures?

• Disparities in response appear even in controlled
environments

– Eye tracking showed that when preschool teachers were asked
to look for “troubling behaviors” they focused their attention
most on Black boys (there was actually no troubling behavior)

– When k-12 teachers read about the same conduct, but student
race is varied, they are far harsher when the student is Black.
Also more troubled by the behavior, more likely to label the
student a troublemaker, and more likely to say the behavior is
part of a pattern

– BUT when we shifted the structure in which teachers
engaged with students (providing training in a growth
perspective, and letting teachers get student perspective),
racial disparities in response disappeared



What can happen
when we shift our structures?
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When we look at observational data, we see the same trend – students with more exposure to systems that
allow for perspective getting see smaller discipline gaps



What can happen
when we shift our structures?

And we see that students with more exposure to systems that allow for perspective getting also see smaller
disparities in behavior



Recap on Systems and Structures

• Systems often reflect systemic inertia
– We notice what is novel. We therefore tune out systemic inertia

– Inertia persists unless we focus our attention on it

• Systems result in a complex web of discretionary decisions
– Each presents opportunities for biased outcomes

• Structures guide decisions and ultimately outcomes
– Being intentional about the structures we create, or how we adapt and

improve structures, can help vastly reduce biased outcomes
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The Psychology of Bias

• Subconscious processes
dominate our cognition and
drive discretionary decision
making

• As social animals, we use
beliefs about groups to inform
decisions about individuals

• Our juvenile systems are not
designed to address some
subconscious proclivities

• But there are ways we can
improve our systems, and
ourselves



Thinking Fast and Slow
We have two “systems” operating in our minds—

• System 1: Rapid, subconscious system

• System 2: Plodding, rational system

• System 1 is “automatic, effortless, often unconscious, and
associatively coherent,” It is fast and free.

• System 2 is “controlled, effortful, usually conscious, tends to
be logically coherent, rule-governed.” It is slow and
deliberate.

• If the two types of systems were in a movie, “Type 2 would
be a secondary character who thinks that he is the hero . . .
but in fact, it’s Type 1 that does most of the work, and it’s
most of the work that is completely hidden from us.”

Daniel Kahneman:



Thinking Fast and Slow

11 million pieces
of information!!!

40 pieces of information…



An Example of Thinking Fast and Slow

Linda is young, single, outspoken, and very
bright. As a student, she was deeply concerned
with discrimination and social justice.

Is it more probable that she is a bank teller or a
feminist bank teller?



An Example of Thinking Fast and Slow

Question substitution: Our brains substitute
complex (system 2) questions with simple (system
1) questions. The actual question was a probability
question (and not even a hard one!).

Probability logic: All feminist bank tellers are bank
tellers.

Social logic: A woman who is “young,” “single” and
“outspoken” is more likely a feminist

System 1 can only handle the social question, so
that’s the one your brain will occasionally answer



Fast but not discerning

Our subconscious brains take in
information largely without filtering (or
at least while filtering in ways that may
not align with our conscious desires)



Sources of Social Beliefs
We rely on subconscious beliefs
about groups to make a huge range
of important decisions.

Our subconscious beliefs about
groups are not purely a result of
individual experiences or of our
conscious beliefs. They are also
driven by what our brains “take in”:

• Media depictions

• Widespread social beliefs
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One result:
Subconscious bias

Banaji and Greenwald used data from the Implicit
Association Test, which measures the strength of our
associations between groups and concepts (e.g. “women
are domestic,” “men are hard-working,” “Blacks are
criminal,” etc.).

They found that various biases persist (Asian = foreign;
women = domestic), but the most notable finding was that
most people harbor an implicit bias that

Black = bad things

White = good things

Here, a score of 0 is unbiased, and a score of 0.5 is
severely biased. The takeaway isn’t that the South is
biased. It’s that the average White person in every state
is fairly biased.

County level data tell the same story. Bias is nearly
ubiquitous.
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Judges, too
Judges likely have far higher than
average conscious commitments to
egalitarianism, but…

Judges are people too!

Studies have found that, on net,
judges also harbor anti-Black (pro-
White), anti-Jewish, and anti-Asian
implicit biases



Consequences of cognitive bias

What should predict sentence length?

• Offense severity,

• Number of prior offenses,

• Severity of prior offenses

What probably also predicts sentence length?

• Race

• Facial attractiveness (“halo effect”)

After controlling for all of those factors, Florida judges issued
longer and harsher sentences to criminal defendants with more
Afrocentric features (p<.05)



Juvenile consequences of cognitive bias
Black juveniles subconsciously seen as
older / more culpable / more
deserving of punishment:

Participants: Police officers and
probation officers

Subconscious prime: Words associated
with either Blackness (dreadlocks,
homeboy, Harlem) or that were
ethnically neutral and neutral overall

Results: When subconsciously primed
to believe a juvenile in a vignette was
Black, participants saw them as older
and more culpable; and endorsed
harsher punishments against them



Recap So Far
• Our brains prefer to utilize fast and powerful “System 1” cognition

over slow and resource intensive “System 2” cognition

• System 1 leans on social beliefs

• Our social beliefs are determined without filtration or conscious
awareness, and reflect media depictions and broad social beliefs

• As a result, we all (even judges!) harbor subconscious biases. Common
ones are “White is good,” “Black is bad,” “Black is criminal / unruly.”
Another is “Black youth are more culpable / deserving of punishment”

• Without our conscious awareness, System 1 eagerly recruits these
social biases in decision making. This yields biased outcomes.
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How bias filters into decision making

• Racial bias combines with other
psychological phenomena to drive
biased outcomes, e.g.
– Fundamental attribution error

– Confirmation bias / criteria adjustment

– Cognitive load

– … any other cognitive phenomena that
dictate differential responses to individuals



Why it matters: Implicit Bias at Work

The medial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC)
assists System 2 individuation.

We activate the vmPFC when we think of
individuals we consider similar to
ourselves.

When we don’t recruit the vmPFC, we
rely on System 1’s associations about
groups to make determinations about
individuals. Folks tend to… blend
together…



Implicit Bias at Work



Selective VmPFC activation + Social bias =
Unequal treatment

• The “cross race effect” (or difficulty individuating)
can encourage myriad actors in court systems to
treat individuals as amalgamations of the negative
stereotypes attached to their social group

• Individuals who are perceived as amalgams may
not always have the power that Samuel L. Jackson
has to call it out and demand individuation



How bias filters into decision making
The fundamental attribution error

When we succeed, we believe the cause is our
personality; but when others succeed, we believe
the cause is situational.

When we make mistakes, we believe the cause is
situational; but when others make mistakes, we
believe the cause is their personality.

Due to the vmPFC (a part of the brain), we are
more likely to commit this error when
considering the conduct of individuals we deem
different from ourselves



How bias filters into decision making
The fundamental attribution error and race

• A review of 233 narrative reports of juvenile
offending showed that attributions of causes of
juvenile offending differ depending on the race of
the juvenile

– Blacks: Personality traits
– Whites: Situation

• This leads to the depiction of Black juveniles as being
“more criminal,” in line with existing stereotypes

• This also leads to Black youth as being depicted as
more likely to reoffend (a key criteria for determining
punishment)



Bias + cognitive load
• Researchers knew folks biases at baseline

from a pre-survey

• They divided folks – some forced to have
lower working memory

• Then divided folks again – some read
about Black defendant, some about White

• Racially biased individuals with lower
working memory showed larger Black-
White disparities in response to trial
vignettes.

– The higher our cognitive load, the more our
biases can dictate our behavior





Juvenile courts are structurally
susceptible to bias

Differential fundamental attribution error / VmPFC activation: Limited
opportunities for individuating information -> decisions tied to biases about
Blacks as a social group (e.g. criminality)

Cognitive depletion: Heavy case loads -> relying more heavily on System 1 and
bias

Discretion: Lack criteria for decisions encourages us to lean more on System 1
biases

Also:

Time scarcity: When we face time scarcity, we tunnel and push out
information we deem irrelevant (like individuating information). Heavy case
loads -> relying more heavily on System 1 and bias

Structural motivation: When we don’t have structural motivation, we lean
more on our biases to make decisions. Very few review processes -> lack of
structural motivation.



Recap So Far

• Racial bias combines with other psychological phenomena to
drive biased outcomes, e.g.

• Juvenile courts are particularly susceptible to biased decision
making because of
– a lack of opportunities to individuate youth (leading to differential

VmPFC activation and the fundamental attribution error)
– heavy case loads (leading to cognitive depletion and tunneling)
– a lack of criteria (leading to criteria adjustment)
– a lack of review opportunities (leading to little structural motivation to

reign in bias)
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Don’t Think of a Pink Elephant!
Accept That You’re Going to

What Can We Do?



Prepare for the Pink Elephant

• Richeson and Nusbaum (2003) found
that students encouraged to take a
colorblind approach showed more
implicit and explicit bias than students
encouraged to take a multicultural
approach

• Apfelbaum and colleagues (2008)
found that attempting to achieve
“colorblindness” while in cross-racial
interactions lead to less friendly
nonverbal behavior and less executive
functioning capacity

Even if we pretend
bias doesn’t exist, it

still exists



Prepare for the Pink Elephant

• Rudman and colleagues, and Richeson and Nusbaum (among others)
have found that cultivating greater awareness of and sensitivity to folks
group identities is more effective

• Individuation: Seeing the unique aspects of an individual has been
powerful in many decisional experimental contexts

• Balance both
– accepting that we all have unique, salient positionalities (don’t be blinded by

colorblindness)

– striving to see and feel similar to the unique individual (get that vmPFC firing!
Don’t conflate Jackson and Fishburne)



What Can We Do?

Be Mindful:
– Sommers and Ellsworth (2001) conducted a study investigating White

mock jurors' judgments of a fictional trial summary

– Mock jurors were less biased (and more accurate) in verdicts when
the case summary was clearly racially charged—when they were
encouraged to consciously attend to race

– When we are conscious of the potential for prejudice, we can attempt
to correct for it. This can improve performance



Prepare for the Pink Elephant

In the Yale Law Journal, Elizabeth Ingriselli
(2015) described an original randomized
controlled trial

– mock jurors were randomly assigned to
receive normal or “egalitarian” jury
instructions (beware of bias)

– also, randomly assigned to have race
salient (openly discussed) or not

– less inclined to assume guilt of Black
defendant when they were primed with an
egalitarian instruction and race was salient

If we accept the
potential for biased

decision making, we’re
less likely to make
biased decisions



Pink Elephant Summary

– Embracing the pink elephant can take
many forms. We can accept that

• people do have different racial identities, and
our brains are aware of it

• race may play a role in how the system
responds to individuals

• race may play a role in how we respond to
individuals

• race may play a role in how individuals respond
to us or to systems

– e.g. earned skepticism

– Bringing awareness to the salience of
race allows us to recruit behaviors that
reduce biased outcomes



Overcoming differential responses:
Individuate, individuate, individuate

Create structural opportunities for individuation

When teachers got the perspectives of students,
they showed no racial disparity in disciplinary
responses.

Could juvenile systems create opportunities to get
individuating information?

• Opportunities for responding youth to talk
about themselves, guided by adults

• Letters in support from family / teachers /
community members / friends

• Testimony by family / teachers / community
members / friends



Overcoming differential responses:
Individuate, individuate, individuate

Make youth individuation a personal goal

Provide extensive and emotionally salient
information about what makes each youth
unique

• Conduct great interviews to get the
information.

– Consider cultural competence training to improve
capacity to build rapport and glean deep insights

• Interview family and community members to
get a “fuller picture” of your client.



Overcoming cognitive depletion

Allay structural causes of cognitive
depletion

• Survey workforces to identify
structural causes of consistent
cognitive depletion

– inadequate personnel?

– too many hats?

– inadequate time / space to decompress?

• Work collaboratively to overcome
these sources of depletion



Overcoming cognitive depletion

Take personal steps to overcome
cognitive depletion

• Make changes to your workday /
work-style to ensure you have
necessary cognitive tools when
engaging with situations where bias
could creep in

• Slow things down when you can.
Overscheduling means relying on
system 1 to get things done



Overcoming criteria adjustment

Embrace criteria!

• David Quinn (2019) randomly assigned 1,549
school teachers to grade a writing sample with
or without a rubric

• He also randomly assigned some to grade
work by a “Black male” and some to grade
work by a “White male”

• No rubric? Racial Bias.

• But! “[T]eachers showed no bias when using a
rubric with more clearly-defined evaluation
criteria.”



Overcoming criteria adjustment

• The APA guide for
judges and
attorneys on child
safety provides
criteria that can be
embraced at the
personal or systemic
level



Activity: Sharing your expert insights on how to
overcome systemic and individual bias

I’ll paste this link in the chat:

https://forms.gle/2gtFMeCh4tRLiHsM6

Please take the survey there and anonymously share your insights
about how we can overcome systemic and individual bias.


